LAMA THARCHIN RINPOCHE’S SUPPLICATION PRAYER

༄༅། །ཨཱུམ་ཐོང་། །

OM SWASTI
May all be auspicious!

KYÉ CHHI JIK DRAL NANG WA T’HA YAY PAY
Free from the fear of birth and death, Immeasurable Pure Appearance, Amitabha,

RANG TSAL MA GAK DÉ CHHEN DOR JEI KU
Is the self-illuminating, unobstructed vajra body of great ecstasy.

KHAN DRO MI ZAY BAR WAY TRIN T’HRO WA
Manifesting inexhaustible wisdom dakinis, radiating

LHÜN DRUB RIK DZIN PEMAY JIN LAB KYIY
Immeasurably like clouds, is the self-accomplished vidyadhara,

NGEY DÖN TEN PAY RING LUK DZIN PA LA
Lama of great kindness, grant us your blessings.

LHAK SAM DAK PAY GO CHHA RAB TSEN PAY
Holding the actual meaning of the tradition

DRIN CHEN LA MAY ZHAB LA SOL WA DEB
Of the teachings with the impenetrable armor of pure intention,
T’HUK YI YER MÉ DREY PAR JIN GYIY LOB
May your aspirations for the benefit of sentient beings be fulfilled.

DAK SOK JEY JUK KAL DEN LOB MAY TSHOK
May your fortunate gathering of disciples live long and

TSHÉ DANG DRUB PA T’HA RU JIN PA NAY
Completely accomplish their practice.

T’HEK CHHOK Ö SAL NYING PÖ TEN PA LA
May serving the supreme vehicles of the Clear Light essence

SI ZHU BAY MÉ LHÜN GYIY DRUB GYUR CHIK
Teachings be effortlessly and spontaneously fulfilled!

As requested by Regina, this long life prayer for Lama Tharchin was written on the tenth day of the sixth month, the birthday of Guru Rinpoche according to the Gong Dü Terma by Thinley Norbu. Two lines were modified by Lama Sonam.